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Abstract

The number of embryos transferred after in vitro fertilization (IVF) have been a topic of debate for over a decade now. Due to the risk associated with multiple pregnancy, there has been a global effort at reducing the multiple pregnancy rates to a minimum while maintaining an acceptable level of successful IVF pregnancy rate. Elective single embryo transfer (eSET) is advocated in most European countries. In Belgium and Sweden, eSET is mandatory for couples with a good prognosis. However, despite clinical recommendations and policy statements, patients in clinical practice frequently do request for the transfer of multiple embryos in order to have twins. Such requests conflict with policy guidelines and create an ethical dilemma for physicians: Should the physician do as the couple requests, and there with respect the autonomy of patients, or adhere to medical policy that takes the health of the mother and children at heart? This article provides an exploration of the arguments found in the literature that plays a role in the discussion on this topic and eventually argues that what a physician should do depends on the specificities of the context in which patients and physicians are implicated. These contextual issues can be taken into account in a shared decision-making procedure, which allows reflections and the responsibilities of both patients and physicians to be attended in decision about assisted reproduction.
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Introduction

Assisted reproductive technology (ART) has restored hope to millions of infertile couples globally, with in vitro fertilization (IVF) and embryo transfer offered in virtually all ART units. This development in medicine lead to the delivery of the first test tube baby named Louise Brown on July 25, 1978 in Oldham, England after a 9-year history of infertility in her mother. This feat was achieved through the collaborative work of Steptoe and Edwards.[1] To date, over 4 million children have been born through IVF and embryo transfer.

However, IVF has also been associated with increased risk of multiple pregnancy.[2-4] Twin gestation and higher order pregnancy, usually, results when two or more embryos are transferred into the uterus after IVF. Countries with a higher incidence of multiple embryo transfer, usually, report a higher multiple pregnancy rate. In Canada, 29% (1003) of the 3428 live births through ART in 2007 resulted in multiple birth, 28.1% (974) were twins and 0.8% (26%) were triplets[5] compared to 9.5% multiple pregnancy rate in Belgium where elective single embryo transfer (eSET) for couples with good prognosis is mandatory.[6]

Several complications have been associated with multiple pregnancy. Some of the maternal complications include preeclampsia and other hypertensive disorders, nutritional deficiency, e.g. iron deficiency anemia, antepartum hemorrhage (abruption placenta and placental previa), postpartum hemorrhage, gestational diabetics, increased operative delivery.[2,3] Fetal complications include increased preterm birth and prematurity. Preterm birth accounts for almost 70% of neonatal deaths and 75% of neonatal morbidity, e.g., respiratory distress syndrome and neonatal infection.[7]

Currently, there is a drift toward elective single embryo transfer (eSET) to reduce the risk of multiple gestation and
its attendant maternal and fetal complications. Single embryo transfer after IVF is very effective in preventing multiple pregnancy in IVF cycle. According to the Practice Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, elective SET is defined as “the transfer of a single embryo at either the cleavage or blastocyst stage of embryo development that is selected from a larger number of available embryos.”[8] The policy of mandatory eSET has been adopted in many developed countries such as Belgium, Sweden, and Quebec (Canada), resulting in a significant reduction of the multiple pregnancy rate.[14,27-29] A recent population-based study in Australia and New Zealand has also demonstrated that eSET results in a significant reduction of perinatal mortality when compared with double embryo transfer (DET).[10]

Policy requiring mandatory eSET may be acceptable in the medical circle, but challenges may nevertheless arise when patients make a request contrary to the policy guideline. In daily practice, this happens regularly. In a study from Port Harcourt, Nigeria, 94.4% of the respondents preferred the transfer of two or three embryos; 66.6% preferred transfer of two embryos while 27.8% preferred more than two embryos.[11] The amount of requests for multiple embryo transfer in the Nigerian study is high. But comparable studies in other countries show that a significant number of parents ask for multiple embryo transfer there too. About 58.7% of the infertile couples (n = 588) in a Danish study preferred having twins to having one child at a time while 89% of infertile couples (n = 265) in a German study desired twin pregnancy.[12,13] Furthermore, the Dutch national survey among 107 IVF professionals report women’s choice for twins (36%) as a perceived barrier for eSET.[14]

These frequent requests for multiple embryo transfer generate an ethical problem for the clinician. Should clinicians accede to the demand of infertile couples, thereby exposing the mother and the infant to a series of possible complications, or should they transfer just one embryo, which reduces the risk of complications and is in line with current medical recommendations? This article explores some of the arguments that have been provided in the literature about eSET and eventually argues that what a physician should do depends on the specificities of the context in which patients and physicians are implicated.

Materials and Methods

The literature were found through a search in PubMed, Medline, and Web of Science using the keywords: Embryo transfer guidelines, ethics, autonomy, multiple pregnancy, infertile couples’ values and culture, either alone or in combination. Criteria for inclusion in the study included, published articles that span from 2003 to 2013, written in English language and argued for either elective single or multiple embryo transfer after IVF were selected. Sixty-three articles were initially selected but based on above criteria, 38 articles were analyzed. On the basis of these articles, an inventory was made of the arguments that were brought forward. These arguments are described in the section on arguments and weighed in the discussion that follows it in order to find the answer to the question what the doctor should do. A section on socio cultural value was added to highlight the influence of the people’s value system in the decisions they make.

Results

These arguments include:

Medical argument

Medical arguments are primarily concerned with health risk management and cost-effect analyses. It derives its strength mainly from the principle of beneficence and nonmaleficence. The principle of beneficence has been referred to as a “statement of moral obligation to act for the benefit of others” while the principle of nonmaleficence obligates us to abstain from causing harm to other. The principle of nonmaleficence could sometimes be referred to by the maxim ‘Primum non nocere’, meaning, above all, do no harm refer.[15] These ethical principles suggest that doctors should aim at offering health services that will benefit the patient and abstain from causing harm to them.

In medical arguments, multiple pregnancy is considered one of the main complications of IVF and embryo transfer, because of its association with higher maternal and perinatal morbidity and mortality and should be prevented by promoting eSET.[16-24] Compared to a singleton pregnancy, the infant and neonatal mortality rate are higher, about six- and seven-fold in twins and triplet births, respectively.[25] The risks associated with multiple pregnancy coupled with the advancement in the effectiveness of ART leading to successful pregnancies, lead to a medically supported call to reduce the number of embryos transferred. This arguably is in keeping with the principle of beneficence and nonmaleficence. An example of such call is that of the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE), which issued a consensus statement in 2002 that a single healthy baby is the true measure of success and twin gestation is an adverse complication of IVF.[26] However, some IVF experts seem to disagree with this consensus statement.[14,27-29] Gleicher and Barad report that the risk and cost of twin gestation may not be statistically different from singleton pregnancies in couples desiring twin gestation, if the correct methodology and outcome measures are applied in the cost-benefit analysis. They argue that “twin pregnancy is a desirable outcome of pregnancy.”[27] They argued that DET may be desirable, especially because it leads to more babies than eSET.

While studies have shown that eSET increases significantly the chance of healthier live births compared to DET,[18,30] eSET also yields a lower pregnancy and live birth rate compared to DET in a fresh IVF cycle.[30,31] But if eSET is followed by subsequent
transfer of single thawed frozen embryo in the subsequent cycle, the live birth rate following eSET becomes comparable with that following DET.\textsuperscript{[30-32]} This is, therefore, the strategy recommended by ESHRE for patients with a good prognosis and at risk of conceiving twins, because unlike double or multiple embryo transfers, eSET followed by the subsequent transfer of a single thawed frozen embryo in the subsequent cycle is associated with a dramatic reduction in the rate of multiple pregnancy.\textsuperscript{[26,30]}

The recommendation of ESHRE, to transfer just one embryo in a fresh cycle and transfer a single thawed frozen embryo in the subsequent cycle in selected cases, gives high regard to risk reduction for the health of mother and child as well as to the effectiveness of IVF in realizing life. These considerations are, however, very general, and are sometimes criticized for not taking sufficiently into account patient’s preference and autonomy. Medical arguments should be attuned to specific characteristics of the patient; such as age, cause of infertility, embryo quality, opportunity for cryopreservation, and the experience of the clinician.\textsuperscript{[33]} All these specifics ought to play a role in medical decision-making about the treatment of a specific couple.

**Patient’s autonomy**

Medical arguments in favor of eSET are often contrasted with the arguments that support patient autonomy. The principle of respect for autonomy entails “acknowledging the right of an autonomous agent to hold views, to make choices, and to take actions based on their values and beliefs.”\textsuperscript{[15]}

It has been reported that a significant proportion of infertile couples in Europe, the United States, and Africa prefer to transfer more than one embryo in order to achieve a twin pregnancy.\textsuperscript{[11-13,27,34,35]}

These requests raise the question whether the physician ought to comply with these preferences, and respect patient’s autonomy, or not. Respect for patient autonomy is a central constituent of clinical ethics, however, it has only prima facie standing, and competing moral considerations could sometimes override this principle.\textsuperscript{[15]} In a clinical context respect for the autonomy of the patient is, usually, secured by means of an informed consent procedure. There are more and less formal ways to ask for consent, but the standard procedure is (1) that information is provided by health care professionals to the person whose consent is requested, (2) that this person should be able to understand the information that is provided and is thus enabled to (3) voluntarily decide whether or not to consent. In the end (4), the decision to give consent or not should be communicated to the person who requested consent, which in a clinical context would be a health care provider.\textsuperscript{[36,37]}

In the literature discussing single or multiple embryo transfer, however, the topic of informed consent is often discussed in a negative way. The request that infertile couples make for the transfer of multiple embryos, is often represented as not being an autonomous informed decision at all. For example, in the discussion about the California Octuplet that resulted from the transfer of six embryos after IVF by the physician in order to respect the infertile couples’ demand, it is suggested that infertile couples may not be capable to decide by themselves on the number of embryos to be transferred after IVF.\textsuperscript{[38]} Some authors have, therefore, argued that when patients request for medically inappropriate treatment, such as in the octuplet case, medical considerations which are brought forward as beneficence-based considerations and the virtue of professional integrity should draw a limit to patient’s autonomy.\textsuperscript{[38-40]}

Apart from this extreme case, however, some authors also deny that the request for two embryos could result from an informed choice. Ryan et al. argue, for example that an infertile couple’s preference for multiple embryo transfer is based on ignorance and lack of awareness of the risk associated with multiple pregnancy.\textsuperscript{[15]} Some authors argue that if couples still want to have twins, even if they have knowledge about the associated risks, additional interventions are needed to convince the infertile couple to transfer just one embryo.\textsuperscript{[41]}

In spite of these negative approaches to patient autonomy, there are also authors who argue that the informed decision of an infertile couple desiring twin pregnancy should be respected.\textsuperscript{[27-29]} Gleicher, for example, States that he is “struck by how colleagues are willing to ignore their patient’s right to self-determination”.\textsuperscript{[28]} Contrary to the most used terminology of eSET, Gleicher speaks about SET, because from the patient’s point of view it is not “elective.” He considers the imposition of SET (..) coercive and incompatible with the patient’s right toward self-determination.\textsuperscript{[28]}

Articles that defend patient autonomy, report different reasons to prefer multiple embryo transfer, such as, the wish to achieve the desired family size, religious belief and socio-cultural factors, and considerations about costs depending on the part of the world where the requesting couples live.

**Financial arguments**

In general, ART is an expensive procedure making cost considerations important in the decision on the number of embryos transferred during ART. In 2004, about 4% of all preterm birth in USA resulted from ART with an estimated associated cost of about $1 billion.\textsuperscript{[42,43]} In many European countries, and in the countries that mandate eSET by legislation, the government or insurance pays for ART treatment. In these contexts, the government has a stronger say in the decisions about the number of embryos to transfer. Arguably, in line with the principle of justice, there should be fairness in the management of the limited resources of the nation.

Based on studies about the cost effectiveness of eSET over double or multiple embryo transfer,\textsuperscript{[17,44,45]} most European
countries advocate for eSET followed by the subsequent transfer of a single thawed frozen embryo in the subsequent cycle for infertile couples with good prognosis. This practice is believed to promote the delivery of healthy babies, eliminating the money spent on the management of complications of multiple pregnancy, and the care for premature babies delivered as an outcome of multiple pregnancy. These countries suppose that funds that are saved in this way can then be used to pay for the cost of IVF for her citizens,[4,17,18]

This argument appears logical as justice demands that governments are expected to manage their limited resources effectively and in all fairness to the benefit of its entire citizen. However, in countries where patients pay for their health care without any hope of reimbursement as seen in most African and Asian countries, and in some parts of the USA and Canada,[4] achieving pregnancy and live birth with minimal attempts becomes a major goal. In most middle and low-income countries, patients do not have the luxury of several attempts as the costs of the first cycle may clear their entire life savings. The costs of an additional cycle of a single thawed embryo after the initial eSET is discouraging: Having to pay for IVF by themselves offers these infertile couples a strong motivation to ask for the transfer of more than one embryo.

In some countries, such as some parts of the UK-just a single IVF treatment is paid for by the insurance and a second treatment is reimbursed only when the first one was unsuccessful. In this context, infertile couples desiring two children may opt for DET in order to increase their chance to realize their desired number of children. DET to achieve twin pregnancy seems economically more acceptable to them.[41] Infertile couples are reluctant to choose eSET if they are not guaranteed reimbursement of eSET plus transfer of subsequent single thawed embryo.[18]

In deciding about the number of embryos, the role of financial evaluations differs, depending on who pays (such as the government or infertile couples themselves). While the government may have the authority to prescribe a guideline requiring eSET in countries where insurance pays for IVF and may even impose legislation, in contexts where patients pay for IVF by themselves there may be urgent reasons to ignore the medical guideline requiring eSET. The persuasive power of the guideline or policy may differ in considerations about how many embryos to transfer, depending on who pays.

**Argument Based on Socio-Cultural Values**

Socio-cultural values regarding having children and having twins are seldom discussed in the literature on whether to transfer one or more embryo’s in IVF treatment. Yet, in different contexts, there may be different values attached to motherhood and fatherhood, and to have twins. Physicians may encounter these values when they discuss IVF with their patients, and they may play an important role in the patient’s preference for the transfer of one or more embryo’s.

Although the birth of twins was initially seen as a bad omen in some ancient traditional African societies, twins are now received with joy.[46-48] It has been reported that the Yoruba tribe in South Western Nigeria has the highest rate of twin births in the world.[49] In Yoruba land, the birth of twins is welcomed and celebrated with a deeply rooted belief that twins attract supernatural wealth to the family. Twins are believed to bring happiness and joy to families.[48-49] This belief is also shared by the Yamba tribe in Cameroon.[50] Furthermore, the Bamana and Maninka of Mali value twins as a gift from the gods and are accorded privileged status.[50]

Although Christian and Islamic religion in these regions has affected this traditional belief and the performance of the traditional rituals associated with the birth of twins, the desire for twins by both fertile and infertile couples is usually still expressed. Even if many couples agree that there is no scientific evidence to support their belief that twins’ birth attracts wealth and blessing to the family, many still share that belief and it might influence the woman’s preference for the transfer of two or three embryos in order to achieve the desired twin gestation. Denying infertile couples, the opportunity to fulfill their dream within that cultural setting might affect the couple both emotionally and psychologically in a way that infertile couples in other parts of the world could not be affected.

In such a society, these beliefs may explain what patients will put forward when they ask for IVF. Physicians will therefore encounter requests that are motivated in different ways in different contexts; and refusing the realization of this wish will also hurt couples in different ways depending on the context in which they live, and the ideals of a good life that they strive to realize.

**Discussion**

The arguments provided in the literature offer input to come to an answer to the question what a physician should do when he/she is requested by a patient to transfer multiple embryos in case of IVF against the advocated eSET. The collection of arguments we encountered in the literature suggests that a physician cannot base his or her decision just on medical arguments concerning general risk assessments and cost-effect analyses. Medical judgment itself demands to look at the specific characteristics of the infertile couple, its history of infertility, the quality of the embryo, and the context in which they are being treated.

Besides medical arguments, the literature brings forward other relevant considerations as well, such as considerations about cost-distribution and socio-cultural values which may play a constitutive role in the lives of patients. If we take it that all of these arguments deserve a place in the consideration about the number of embryos to transfer, next to the medical arguments, this would demand to adopt a decision-making procedure that allows bringing in arguments that may differ
in each context. As the specific content of these arguments may vary, depending on the local system of cost-distribution as well as the socio-cultural values of the patients that comes to the doctor’s cabinet, we suggest that physicians and patients work together to reach a decision at a specific time in a specific place.

Such a conversation between physician and patient that leads to a decision that satisfies both is furthermore justified by the responsibility of all participants. Since infertile couples need the help of a doctor to have children, it cannot be only the couple’s decision to decide how many embryos ought to be transferred. Respect for the infertile couple’s autonomy as earlier stated has only prima facie standing; therefore, competing moral considerations could sometimes override this principle. For example, request for the transfer six embryos like in the California octuplet[39] case poses significant risk to the mother. Based on other ethical consideration such as the principle of nonmaleficence and virtue of professional integrity of the IVF expert, the request should be denied.[39]

Both parents and physicians have a responsibility for the decision, and both have to be able to live with the eventual result. Shared decision-making would, therefore, seem to be the most appropriate approach, which does justice to the responsibility of all parties. Shared decision making is defined by Angela Coulter and Alf Collins as; “a process in which clinicians and patients work together to select tests, treatments, management or support packages, based on clinical evidence and the patient’s informed preferences.”[51]

A shared decision-making procedure may involve the use of a decision aid, which structures the conversation between doctor and patient and helps to make sure that all relevant topics are covered. The final decision is based on different types of arguments that stem from clinical information, considerations about costs and values that matter to patient’s lives. The content of the topics that are addressed in the conversation may differ from context to context, for example, physicians in Africa may encounter strong socio-cultural or religious beliefs regarding having children and having twins, which are nonexistent or very different in a European context. Nevertheless, these beliefs may be explanatory for the patient’s sense of well-being with the decision that is eventually reached. Furthermore, if the patient herself pays for IVF as in most developing countries, this may explain why a request to transfer more embryos is particularly forceful in this specific context, and physicians will have to deal with stronger expectations to deliver services in exchange for money. In these contexts, DET may be justified. However, in another context in which patients do not have to pay for IVF by themselves, physicians will not have to deal with similar expectations and it may be easier for them to bring forwards arguments from a medical policy perspective and have them heard and accepted by patients. In this context, eSET appears more appropriate. Cost distribution, therefore, also impacts on how different ingredients in the shared decision process are weighed, and will shape the conclusion that is eventually reached.

In the literature, Shared decision-making between the doctor and a well-informed and empowered infertile couple has been reported as an effective approach in deciding on the number of embryos to be transferred after IVF,[28,52] Misinformation about assisted reproduction techniques provokes differences between healthcare personnel and patients. It is very important that infertile couples are offered all the information necessary for informed decision making. In this work, however, Shared Decision Making has been judged for its effectiveness in improving the uptake of eSET through multifaceted empowerment strategy that involves the use of decision aid, support of a nurse specializing in IVF and an offer of an extra cycle.[53] While these support services may not be available in low-income countries – which is an obstacle to the implementation of this particular Shared Decision-Making protocol-the diverse arguments in this article also give reason to ask whether Shared Decision Making should be univocally serving the goal of eSET acceptance. It is not clear in advance that the general medical considerations about eSET always deserve prevalence. Given the medical characteristics of a specific infertile couple that requests IVF, the financial situation in which they operate, and the socio-cultural values that guide their considerations, it may be that a physician and a couple come to the conclusion that DET is appropriate in a young woman with good prognosis.

In this article, we, therefore, want to add that while Shared Decision-Making is sometimes presented as an effective procedure to make patients reach a decision that is in accordance with policy-recommendations, we are more interested in its potential to help physicians and patients to take all the specific arguments into consideration that characterize the situation of the infertile couple, and reach a decision that has a chance to be satisfying to all stakeholders. Policy legislation and mandatory guidelines do not allow for the flexibility needed to address issues in different contexts; such as the medical specifics of the couple, arguments that flow from their socio-cultural values and the financial situation that co-determines their request. But these contextualized issues ought to be taken into account.
Conclusion/Recommendation

What a physician should do when confronted with a patient’s request which conflicts with medical recommendations depends on the specificities of the context in which patients and physicians are implicated. The arguments brought forward in this article pointed out that shared decision making is the appropriate approach, which does justice to the responsibilities that both patients and physicians have in assisted reproduction. But shared decision-making is just a procedural approach, and the quality of the eventual decision that is reached may be very different from context to context.
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